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1. INTRODUCTION
Multiple time scale is an important phenomenon in many physical and
biological systems. Therefore the models describing these type of systems
often appear to be singularly perturbed differential equations that share
some common feature of the relaxation oscillation. In this paper we will
study the following singularly perturbed delay differential equation
=z* (t)= f (z(t), z(t&1)), z(t) # Rm, 0<=<<1 (1.1)
that has been serving as the model for many nonlinear optical and biological
problems (see [2, 4, 8, 17] and references therein). A special case of (1.1),
where m=1 and the scalar function f takes particular forms, has been most
extensively studied by many authors. A collection of references can be found
in [1, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14, 16, 17]. However, it is little known for a higher dimen-
sional system except for some local bifurcation results [2, 8]. A practically
important and mathematically interesting problem arising from Eq. (1.1) can
be addressed as follows. Suppose that f possesses a pair of period doubling
points p1 and p2. That is, f ( p1, p2)=0 and f ( p2, p1)=0. It is therefore natural
to expect that, under some addition conditions, for sufficiently small =>0
Eq. (1.1) has a square-wave-like (or slowly oscillated) periodic solution z=(t)
of period 2+2=r alternating between p1 and p2. By a scaling of time
t  &=rt and introducing variable u(t)=z=(&=rt), v(t)=z=(&=rt+1+=r)
one can obtain the transition layer equations (see [4, 7])
u* (t)=&rf (u(t), v(t&1))
u(t), v(t) # Rm. (1.2)
v* (t)=&rf (v(t), u(t&1)),
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The transition layers, or fast motions, of the square wave periodic solution
therefore can be described by a heteroclinic solution of (1.2) with the
boundary conditions
lim
t  &
(u(t), v(t))=( p2, p1), lim
t  
(u(t), v(t))=( p1, p2). (1.3)
The purpose of this paper is not to study the existence of heteroclinic
solution of (1.2)(1.3) (that will be studied in a separate paper) but, under
the assumption of existence of a heteroclinic solution, to investigate the
connection between the stability of a square wave periodic solution and the
spectrum of the variational operator associated to the heteroclinic solution.
Suppose that for some r>0 (1.2) has a heteroclinic solution (u*(t), v*(t))
satisfying the boundary condition (1.3). Let A: W1, 1  L1 be the correspond-
ing variational operator at (u*(t), v*(t)),
[A,](t)=,4 (t)+H(t) ,(t)+G(t) ,(t&1), t # R, (1.4)
where
H(t)=r _D1 f(u*(t), v*(t&1))0
0
D1 f (v*(t), u*(t&1))& , (1.5)
G(t)=r _ 0D2 f (v*(t), u*(t&1))
D2 f (u*(t), v*(t&1))
0 & , (1.6)
D1 f and D2 f denote respectively the derivatives of f with respect to the
first and second variables, L1=L1(R, CN ) with N=2m, and
W1, 1=[, # L1 : ,4 # L1].
We note that A,=0, where ,(t)=(u* *(t), v* *(t)). Hence zero is a spectral
value of the operator A. Let us first mention a result of the existence of a
periodic solution from Lin [14, Theorem 5.3, p. 319].
Suppose that f : Rm_Rm  Rm is continuously differentiable and the follow-
ing hypotheses are satisfied.
[A1] ( p1, p2) and ( p2, p1) are hyperbolic equilibria of the system (1.2).
[A2] dim N(A)=codim R(A)=1, here N and R denote the null
space and range, respectively.
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[A3] & *(t)
T ,(t) dt{0, where 0{, # N(A), 0{* # N(A*),
and A*: W 1,   L is the formal adjoint operator of A defined as
[A*](t)=&4 (t)+HT (t) (t)+GT (t+1) (t+1), t # R
with L=L(R, CN ) and W1, =[ # L : 4 # L].
Then for each small =>0 (1.1) has a square wave periodic solution.
Remark 1.1. Although the singularly perturbed equation (1.1) studied
in [14] is one dimensional and the nonlinear scalar function takes a particular
form, the approach used [14] can be directly generalized to m dimensional
systems as long as the hypotheses [A1][A3] are satisfied.
From the point view of application the stability of square wave periodic
solution is important. Let us give a brief discussion how the information on
the stability of a square wave periodic solution can be reflected by the
spectrum of the variational operator A associated to the heteroclinic
solution. First we observe that, due to the symmetry of the system (1.2), if
(u*(t), v*(t)) is a heteroclinic solution joining ( p2, p1) and ( p1, p2), then
(v*(t), u*(t)) is also a heteroclinic but connecting from ( p2, p1) to ( p1, p2)
in the opposite direction. Thus this pair of heteroclinic solutions give rise
to a closed cyclic chain. The hypotheses [A1][A3] will be sufficient to
guarantee the bifurcation of (time scaled) square wave periodic solution
from this closed cyclic chain. Hence, to study the stability of the square
wave periodic solutions one will naturally expect that the variational equa-
tion of the heteroclinic solution can serve as a formal limiting equation of
the Floquet equation associated with the square wave periodic solution
as =  0. (To be accurate, the formal limiting equation takes the form
[A* ,](t)=,4 (t)+H(t) ,(t)+e&*G(t) ,(t&1). However, the existence of a
bounded solution of this equation has a close connection with the spectral
property of the variational operator A.) This is indeed the main idea of our
approach to study the stability of a square wave periodic solution. We
point out that a similar idea can be found in [12] where the author studied
the stability of a traveling pulsea homoclinic type of traveling wave
solution for the FitzhuangNagumo system. This traveling pulse in some
sense bifurcates from a heteroclinic solution. The stability criterion was
obtained by the investigation of zeros of the Evans function, which in the
limit case was reduced to the spectrum corresponding to the heteroclinic
solution. We also mention here that for the special case of (1.1) where
f (x, y)=&x+ g( y) is a scalar function and g is monotone decreasing and
odd, Fan [6] proved the stability of the symmetric square wave periodic
solution by using a homotopy method.
Now let us state our main result as follows.
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Theorem A. Suppose that, in addition to hypotheses [A1][A3], the
variational operator A satisfies
[A4] sup[R*: * # _(A)]=0.
[A5] _(A) & [* # C : R*=0]=[2n?i: n=0, \1, \2, ... .].
[A6] & *(t)
T G(t) ,(t) dt{0.
Then there is an =0>0 such that for each = # (0, =0], the square wave periodic
solution is asymptotically stable.
The proof of Theorem A will be given in Section 4.
Remark 1.2. Note that if 0 is an eigenvalue of the operator A, then it
is necessary that for any integer n, *=2n?i is also an eigenvalue of A.
Moreover 0 and 2n?i have the same algebraic multiplicity.
Theorem B. Suppose that the nonlinear function f =( f1 , ..., fm) in (1.1)
satisfies the following assumptions:
[B1] p2<< p1 (that is p2i <p
1
i for i=1, ..., m).
[B2]
fi (u, v)
uj
0, i{ j, i, j=1, 2, ..., m.
fi (u, v)
vj
0, i, j=1, 2, ..., m.
[B3] The matrix
D=_ fu( p
1, p2)
& fv( p2, p1)
&fv( p2, p1)
fu( p2, p1) &
is irreducible and sup[R*: * # _(D)]<0.
[B4] fu(u, v) and fv(u, v) are Ho lder continuous at ( p1, p2) and ( p2, p1).
If there is a monotone heteroclinic solution (u*(t), v*(t)) of the transition
layers equation (1.2) connecting ( p1, p2) and ( p2, p1), then the corresponding
variational operator A satisfies all hypotheses [A1][A6]. Hence (1.1) has
a stable square wave periodic solution for each small =>0.
Proof. By a change of variable with x1(t)=u*(t) and x2(t)= p1+
p2&v*(t), then x1(t) and x2(t) are a heteroclinic solution of the system
x* 1(t)=&rf (x1(t), p1+ p2&x2(t&1))
(1.7)
x* 2(t)=rf ( p1+ p2&x2(t), x1(t&1))
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joining the equilibria ( p1, p1) and ( p2, p2). Under the assumptions [B1][B4]
we are able to verify that the nonlinear functions in (1.7) satisfy all conditions
given in [11, Theorem B]. It follows from that theorem that the operator
A satisfies all the hypotheses [A1][A6]. K
Remark 1.3. In addition to the assumptions [B1][B4], if we further
suppose that the system (1.7) has a unique equilibrium between ( p1, p1)
and ( p2, p2) and that this equilibrium is unstable, then we are able to use
the results in [11, Theorems A and B] and a homotopy method to prove
that (1.7) has a unique monotone heteroclinic solution (up to a time trans-
lation) joining ( p1, p2) and ( p2, p1).
As an application of Theorem B let us consider a scalar equation
=z* (t)=&z(t)+ g(z(t&1)), (1.8)
where the function g is assumed to satisfy the following condition:
[C1] g: R  R is C1.
[C2] There exist a>0, b>0 such that g(a)=&b and g(&b)=a.
Moreover, g has no other period doubling points in the interval [&b, a];
also g(0)=0.
[C3] g$(z)0 for all z # R.
[C4] g$(0)<&1 and 0< g$(a) g$(&b)<1.
[C5] g$(z) is Ho lder continuous at a and &b.
Under the conditions [C1][C4] it has been shown in [3] that the
transition layer equation associated to (1.8) has a unique monotone hetero-
clinic solution connecting (&b, a) and (a, &b). Hence, by Theorem B there
is a stable square wave periodic solution for each small =>0.
2. LINEARIZATION AND TIME SCALING
Let us beginning with two basic results on the characteristic multiplier
for a periodic delay differential equation
’* (t)=P1(t) ’(t)+P2(t) ’(t&1), ’(t) # Cn. (2.1)
Here P1(t), P2(t) # Cn_n are continuous and there is a constant |>0 such
that
Pi (t+|)=Pi (t), i=1, 2.
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The formal adjoint equation associated with (2.1) is defined as
!4 ((t)=&P1(t) T !(t)&P2(t+1) T !(t+1), !(t) # Cn, (2.2)
where A and AT denote respectively the conjugate and transpose of A. Let
C=C([&1, 0], CN ) and let U(t, s), ts be the evolutionary system on C
generated by Eq. (2.1). That is, for ’0 # C and ts U(t, s) ’0 is a solution
of (2.1) with initial condition ’0 at t=s. We suppose that 1 is a charac-
teristic multiplier of the equation (2.1). In other words 1 is an eigenvalue
of the operator U(|, 0). Then we have
Lemma 2.1. If dim N(U(|, 0)&I )2, then there are nontrivial |
periodic solutions ’ and ! of equations of (2.1) and (2.2), respectively, such
that
|
|
0
!(t) T ’(t) dt=0.
Proof. Since dim N(U(|, 0)&I)2, (2.1) has two linearly independent
periodic solutions ’1(t) and ’2(t). Moreover, (2.2) has a nontrivial periodic
solution !. If either |0 !(t)
T ’1(t) dt=0 or |0 !(t)
T ’2(t) dt=0, then we can
choose ’=’1 or ’=’2 . Otherwise it is clear that there is a constant c such
that
|
|
0
!(t) T [c’1(t)+’2(t)] dt=0.
Thus ’=c’1+’2 is a desirable choice. K
Lemma 2.2. Suppose dim N(U(|, 0)&I )=1 but 1 is a characteristic
multiplier of multiplicity 2. Let ’(t) be a nontrivial | periodic solution of
(2.1). Then the equation
‘4 (t)=P1(t) ‘(t)+P2(t) ‘(t&1)&’(t)&P2(t) ’(t&1) (2.3)
has a periodic solution of period |.
Proof. By the assumption the system (2.1) has a solution #(t) of the
form #(t)=t’(t)+‘(t), where ‘(t) is an | periodic function. By substituting
#(t) into the equation (2.1) we obtain
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’(t)+t’* (t)+‘4 (t)=#* (t)
=P1(t) #(t)+P2(t) #(t&1)
=P1(t)(t’(t)+‘(t))+P2(t)((t&1) ’(t&1)+‘(t&1))
=tP1(t) ’(t)+tP2(t) ’(t&1)+P1(t) ‘(t)
+P2(t) ‘(t&1)&P2(t) ’(t&1).
This yields that
‘4 (t)=P1(t) ‘(t)+P2(t) ‘(t&1)&’(t)&P2(t) ’(t&1). K
Let us return to the singularly perturbed equation (1.1). It follows from
[14, Theorem 5.3, p. 319] and hypotheses [A1][A3] that for each small
=>0, there is an r=>0 such that Eq. (1.1) has a square wave periodic
solution z=(t) of period
|= 2+2=r= .
Furthermore, the following properties hold:
[P1] Let
u=*(t)=z=(&=r=t), v =*(t)=z=(&=r= t+1+=r=), t # R,
d=
2
=r=
+2, T=
d=
4
=
|=
4=r=
.
Then u=*(t) and v=*(t) have period d= . Moreover,
u=*(t+T=)=v=*(t&T=), t # R.
[P2] r=  r>0 and T=   as =  0.
[P3] Let the domain of u=*(t) and v=*(t) be restricted on [&T= , T=].
Then
lim
=  0
u=*(t)=u*(t), lim
=  0
v=*(t)=v*(t)
uniformly on [&T= , T=]. That is, for each $>0, there is an =0>0 such that
&u=*(t)&u*(t)&R N+&v=*(t)&v*(t)&RN<$
for all = # (0, =0) and t # [&T= , T=]. Here (u*(t), v*(t)) is a heteroclinic
solution of the transition equation (1.2)
Remark 2.3. In [14, Theorem 5.3, p. 319], the uniform convergence of
(u=*(t), v*=(t)) to the heteroclinic solution (u*(t), v*(t)) on a compact set of
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R has not been explicitly stated. However, one is able to easily conclude
the convergence property from the proof of Theorem 5.3 in [14], where the
periodic solution (u=*(t), v=*(t)) in fact bifurcates from the pair of hetero-
clinic solutions (u*(t), v*(t)) and (v*(t), u*(t)) for corresponding transition
layer equations.
To study the stability of the periodic solution z=(t) let us consider the
linearization of (1.1) at z=(t),
=z* (t)=h=(t) z(t)+ g=(t) z(t&1), (2.4)
with
h=(t)=Df1(z=(t), z=(t&1)),
(2.5)
g=(t)=Df2(z=(t), z=(t&1)).
Recall that * # C is a characteristic exponent of the periodic solution z=(t)
if and only if (2.4) has a solution z(t)=e*tp=(t), where p=(t) is a periodic
function of period |= 2+2=r= . That is, if and only p=(t) is an |= periodic
solution of the linear equation
=p* (t)=&=*p(t)+h=(t) p(t)+e&*g=(t) p(t&1). (2.6)*, =
In the case that * is a characteristic exponent of z=(t), we use q=(t) to
denote the nontrivial |= periodic solution of the formal adjoint equation
=q* (t)==* q(t)&hT= (t) q(t)&e
&* gT= (t+1) q(t+1). (2.7)*, =
We further note that if * is a characteristic exponent, then for any integer
k, *+(i2?k)|= is also a characteristic exponent. Hence, without loss of
generality, we can always restrict our discussion to the characteristic
exponent * satisfying
|I*|
2?
|=
. (2.8)
Since zero is always a characteristic exponent of z=(t), 1 is always a
characteristic multiplier of the system (2.6)0, = . With the application of
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 one easily concludes that the periodic solution z=(t) is
not (orbitally) asymptotically stable if and only if one of the following
conditions holds.
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(a) (corresponding to Lemma 2.1) There exist nontrivial |= periodic
solutions p=(t) and q=(t) of the systems (2.6)0, = and (2.7)0, = respectively,
such that
|
|=
0
q=(t) T p=(t) dt=0. (2.9)=
(b) (corresponding to Lemma 2.2) Let p=(t)=z* =(t). Then p=(t) is a
nontrivial |= periodic solution of (2.6)0, = . Hence there is an |= periodic
function ‘=(t) such that
=‘4 =(t)=h=(t) ‘=(t)+ g=(t) ‘=(t&1)&=p=(t)& g=(t) p=(t&1). (2.10)
In this case, let q=(t) be a nontrivial periodic solution of the adjoint system
(2.7)0, = . By multiplying (2.10) from the left by q=(t) T and integrating it
from 0 to |= we have
|
|=
0
q=(t) T [=p=(t)+ g=(t) p=(t&1)] dt=0. (2.11)
(c) For some 0{* # C with R*0 and |I*|(2?)|= , the system
(2.6)*, = has a nontrivial |= periodic solution p=(t).
Therefore to prove the stability of the square wave periodic solution z=(t)
it is sufficient to show that all the cases (a)(c) listed above cannot occur.
For this purpose let us first rescale the time for the systems (2.6)*, = and
(2.7)*, = to build the connection between the spectrum of variation operator
A and the Floquet exponents for the periodic solution z=(t). To do so we
let
x=(t)=(x =1(t), x
=
2(t)), y
=(t)=( y =1(t), y
=
2(t))
with
x=1(t)= p=(&=r= t), x
=
2(t)= p=(&=r= t+1+=r=), (2.12)
y=1(t)=q=(&=r= t), y
=
2(t)=q=(&=r= t+1+=r=). (2.13)
By substituting (2.12) and (2.13) into the equations (2.6)*, = and (2.7)*, = ,
respectively, with a straightforward computation and with the use of the
equalities
u=*(t)=z=(&=r= t), v=*(t)=z=(&=r= t+1+=r=),
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together with the periodicity of z=(t), p=(t), and q=(t), one is able to verify
that x= satisfies the equation
x* =(t)==r=*x=(t)&H=(t) x=(t)&e&*G=(t) x=(t&1) (2.14)*, =
and y=(t) satisfies the formal adjoint equation of (2.14)*, = as
y* =(t)=&=r= * y=(t)+H T= (t) y
=(t)+e&* GT= (t+1) y
=(t+1), (2.15)*, =
where
H=(t)=r= _D1 f (u=*(t), v =*(t&1))0
0
D1 f (v=*(t), u =*(t&1))& , (2.16)
G=(t)=r= _ 0D2 f (u =*(t), v =*(t&1))
D2 f (v=*(t), u =*(t&1))
0 & . (2.17)
We further list the following equalities that can be verified by straight-
forward calculations with the use of the periodicity of p=(t), q=(t), definitions
of x=(t), y=(t), and the equality T= |= (4=r=):
(x=1(t+T=), x
=
2(t+T=))=(x
=
2(t&T=), x
=
1(t&T=)), t # R. (2.18)
( y=1(t+T=), y
=
2(t+T=))=( y
=
2(t&T=), y
=
1(t&T=)), t # R. (2.19)
|
T=
&T=
y=(t) T x=(t) dt=
1
=r= |
|=
0
q=(t) T p=(t) dt. (2.20)
|
T=
&T=
y=(t) T G=(t) x=(t&1) dt=
1
=r= |
|=
0
q=(t) T g=(t) p=(t&1) dt. (2.21)
Finally let H=(t) and G=(t) be restricted on the interval [&T= , T=]. Then it
follows from the definitions of H= , G= , H, G, and the property [P3] we
have
lim
=  o
H=(t)=H(t), lim
=  o
G=(t)=G(t) (2.22)
uniformly on any compact set of R.
3. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
For notational simplicity, throughout this and the following sections, for
a member x of a Banach space X we will use &x& to denote the norm of
x instead of &x&X . If T is an bounded linear operator from a Banach space
X to a Banach space Y, then &T&=&T&L(X, Y) .
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Consider a linear nonautonomous delay differential equation
x* (t)=L(t) xt , x(t) # CN (3.1)
defined on an interval J/R, where xt # C=C([&1, 0], CN ) is defined as
usual by xt(%)=x(t+%) for % # [&1, 0], and L(t): C  CN is a bounded
linear functional for each fixed t and L(t) is continuous for t # J. Let U(t, s)
be the evolutionary system generated by the flows of Eq. (3.1). We say that
Eq. (3.1) has an exponential dichotomy on J with exponents :>0 and
;>0 and coefficient K>0 if there exist projections P(t), Q(t)=I&P(t)
from C to C for t # J such that U(t, s): RQ(s)  RQ(t), ts in J is an
isomorphism,
U(t, s) P(s)=P(t) U(t, s),
U(t, s) Q(s)=Q(t) U(t, s)
for ts in J and
&U(t, s) P(s)&Ke&:(t&s),
&U(s, t) Q(t)&Ke&;(t&s), ts # J,
where U(s, t): RQ(t)  RQ(s) is the inverse of U(t, s).
Lemma 3.1 [9, Lemma 4.3, p. 183]. Let L: C  CN be a bounded linear
operator. Suppose that the linear autonomous delay differential equation
x* (t)=Lxt (3.2)
has exponential dichotomy on R+ with the exponents :>0 and ;>0. Let J
be any interval of R+. Then for each =>0 with :&=>0, ;&=>0, there is
a $>0 such that the equation
x* (t)=L(t) xt (3.3)
has an exponential dichotomy on J with exponents :~ :&= and ; ;&=
and coefficient K>0, provided that
&L(t)&L&$, t # J,
where L(t) # L(C, CN) is continuous for t # J.
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As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 we have
Corollary 3.2. Let A1(t), A2(t) # CN_N be continuous for t0.
Suppose that
lim
t  
A i(t)=Ai (), i=1, 2
exist and
det(ivI&A1()&e&ivA2()){0, v # R.
Let
:0=sup[R*: R*<0 and det(*I&A1()&e&*A2())=0].
Then for any :>:0 , there are t*>0 and M>0 such that if x(t) is a solution
of the equation
x* (t)=A1(t) x(t)+A2(t) x(t&1), t0
and x(t) is bounded as t  , then
&x(t)&Me:t &xt*&, tt*.
Proposition 3.3. Let A be the variational operator defined in Section 1
and suppose that A satisfies assumptions [A1][A5]. Then the following
hold.
(1) For each +0, all eigenvalues of the matrices H()&+I and
H(&)&+I have negative real part.
(2) Let *
*
# C with R*
*
0. If z # C with Rz0 such that
det(zI+H()+e&** e&zG())=0,
or
det(zI+H(&)+e&** e&zG(&))=0,
then Rz< &R*
*
. In particular,
det(ivI+H(\)+e&** e&ivG(\)){0, v # R.
The proof of Proposition 3.3 is quite technical. A complete proof will be
given in Section 5.
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Proposition 3.4. Suppose that the operator A satisfies assumptions
[A1][A5]. Let S: W1, 1  L1 be defined by
(S,)(t)=,4 (t)+H(t) ,(t), t # R.
Then for all +0, N(S&+I )=[0].
Proof. Let E=+I&H(). Then there are #1>0, K1>0 such that
&etE&K1e#1 t, t0. (3.4)
Moreover, Part (1) of Proposition 3.3 implies that all eigenvalues of &E
have negative real parts. Hence there are #2>0 and K2>0 such that
&e&tE&K2e&#2 t, t0. (3.5)
Now suppose (S&+I ) ,=0. That is
,4 (t)=+,(t)&H(t) ,(t)=E,(t)+[H()&H(t)] ,(t), t # R. (3.6)
We claim that ,(t)#0. By the uniqueness of solution we only need to show
that there is at least a t1 # R such that &,(t1)&=0. If this is not true, then
&,(t)&>0 for all t # R. Since the matrix E=+I&H() is hyperbolic, the
boundedness of ,(t) and Corollary 3.2 imply that ,(t)  0 exponentially as
t  . Thus &,(t)&>0 for all t # R yields that there is a sequence [tn] such
that tn<tn+1 for all n1, tn   as n  , and
&,(s)&&,(tn)&, stn . (3.7)
Applying the variation-of-constant formula to (3.6) we obtain that, for ttn ,
,(t)=eE(t&tn),(tn)+|
t
tn
eE(t&s)[H()&H(s)] ,(s) ds. (3.8)
Let eE(t&tn),(tn)=(t). Then we have ,(tn)=e&E(t&tn)(t). By applying
(3.5) we have
&,(tn)&=&e&E(t&tn)(t)&
K2e&#2(t&tn) &(t)&
=K2e&#2(t&tn) &eE(t&tn),(tn)&.
It follows that
&eE(t&tn ),(tn)&
1
K2
e#2(t&tn) &,(tn)&. (3.9)
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Equations (3.4), (3.8), and (3.9) therefore yield that
&,(t)&&eE(t&tn),(tn)&&|
t
tn
&eE(t&s)[H()&H(s)] ,(s)& ds

1
K2
e#2(t&tn) &,(tn)&&Mn K1 |
t
tn
e#1(t&s) ds &,(tn)&,
=
1
K2
e#2(t&tn) &,(tn)&&
Mn K1
#1
(e#1(t&tn )&1) &,(tn)&, (3.10)
where Mn=sup[&H()&H(s)& : tns<]. Since e#2 tK2   as t  ,
there is a t*>0 such that
1
K2
e#2 t*2. (3.11)
Moreover, &H()&H(s)&  0 as s   implies that Mn  0 as n  .
Hence there is a sufficiently large integer n* such that
Mn*K1
#1
(e#1 t*&1)<1. (3.12)
It follows from (3.7) and (3.10)(3.12) that
&,(tn*)&&,(tn*+t*)&

1
K2
e#2 t* &,(tn*)&&
MNK1
#1
(e#1 t*&1) &,(tn*)&>&,(tn*)&.
This leads to a contradiction. K
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the operator A satisfies assumptions
[A1][A5]. Let *
*
# C with R*
*
0 and *
*
{i2n? for all integers n and
let S: W1, 1  L1 be defined as
(S,)(t)=,4 (t)+H(t) ,(t)+e&**G(t) ,(t&1), t # R.
Then N(S)=[0].
Proof. First suppose *
*
=iv for some v # R and let , # W1, 1 such that
(S,)(t)=,4 (t)+H(t) ,(t)+e&ivG(t) ,(t&1)=0, t # R.
If we let (t)=eivt,(t), t # R, then  # W 1, 1 and
4 (t)+H(t) (t)+G(t) (t&1)=iv(t), t # R.
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That is, (A&ivI ) =0. Since iv{i2n?, iv  _(A) by the assumption [A5].
It follows that =0 and hence ,=0. This implies that N(S)=[0].
Next suppose R*
*
>0 and let , # W 1, 1 with S,=0. Then
(S,)(t)=,4 (t)+H(t) ,(t)+e&**G(t) ,(t&1)=0, t # R. (3.13)
By Part (2) of Proposition 3.3 we deduce that
:0=sup[R*: R*0, det(*I+H()+e&**e&*G())=0]<&R**.
It follows from Corollary 3.2 that for :0<:<&R**, there are constantsK>0 and t*>0 such that
&,(t)&Ke:t, tt*. (3.14)
Equation (3.13) and inequality (3.14) yield that there is a constant M>0
such that
&,4 (t)&Me:t, tt*. (3.15)
Let (t)=e** t,(t). Noticing that R(*
*
+:)<0 and R*
*
>0, with the use
of (3.14)(3.15) one easily sees that  # W1, 1 and
4 (t)+H(t) (t)+G(t) (t&1)=*
*
,(t), t # R.
That is, A=*
*
. Since R**>0, the assumption [A4] yields that
*
*
 _(A). Hence we have =0, so that ,=0. K
4. STABILITY OF THE SQUARE WAVE PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
In this section we will give a complete proof of Theorem A.
Lemma 4.1. There exist =0>0 and K>0 such that for all = # (0, =0], if
R*0 and x= is a nontrivial periodic solution of (2.14)*, = with period d= ,
then R(=r=*)K.
Proof. Let _==r=* and let
8*= (t)=H=(t) x
=(t)+e&*G=(t) x=(t&1).
By applying the variation-of-constant formula to (2.14)*, = we have
x=(t)=e_(t&d= )x=(d=)+|
d=
t
e_(t&s)8*=(s) ds. (4.1)
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This yields that
x=(d=)=x=(0)=e&_d= x=(d=)+|
d=
0
e&_s8*= (s) ds.
It follows that
x=(d=)=
1
1&e&_d= |
d=
0
e&_s8*= (s) ds.
Substituting this equality into (4.1) gives that
x=(t)=
e_(t&d=)
1&e&_d= |
d=
0
e&_s8*= (s) ds+|
d=
t
e_(t&s)8*=(s) ds. (4.2)
Let _x=_=sup[&x=(t)&: t # R]. Since H=(t) and G=(t) are uniformly bounded
for t # R and small =, there are =0>0 and M>0 such that for all = # (0, =0]
&H=(t)&M, &G=(t)&M, t # R.
From this inequality, the definition of 8*= (t), and Eq. (4.2) it follows that
for t # [0, d=],
&x=(t)&
1
|1&e&_d= | \|
d=
0
e&R_ s ds+|
d=
t
eR_(t&s) ds+ 2M _x=_
=
2M _x=_
|1&e&_d= | R_
[2&e&R_ d=&e&R_(d=&t)]

4M _x=_
|1&e&_d= | R_
. (4.3)
Since x=(t) is a periodic function of period d= , (4.3) therefore implies that
_x=_
4M _x=_
|1&e&_d= | R_
,
and hence
1
4M
|1&e&_T= | R_
. (4.4)
From (4.4) it immediately follows that R_=R(=rep *) is bounded above.
K
Next we shall give a decay estimate for the periodic solution x=(t) when
its domain is restricted on [&T= , T=].
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Lemma 4.2. Let [=n] and [*n] be sequences such that =n>0, R*n0,
and |I*n |(2?)|=n (see (2.8)) for all n and
lim
n  
=n=0, lim
n  
*n=** , limn  
=nr=n *n=+* ,
where 0R*
*
. Suppose that for each n the system (2.14)*n , =n has a non-
trivial periodic solution xn(t)=x=n (t) corresponding to a periodic solution
p=n(t) of (2.6)*n , =n and the formal adjoint (2.15)*n , =n has a nontrivial periodic
solution yn(t)= y=n (t) corresponding to a periodic solution q=n(t) of (2.7)*n , =n .
Moreover, let
_xn_=sup[&xn(t)&: t # R]=1,
_yn_=sup[&yn(t)&: t # R]=1.
Then there exist positive integer N* and constants K>0, :>0, d>0 such
that for all nN* we have
&xnt &Ke
&: |t|, &ynt &Ke
&: |t|, d|t|T n, (4.5)
where Tn=T=n .
Proof. We will only prove the inequality (4.5) for xn(t). The proof for
yn(t) is analogous. Let us first suppose that R*
*
<. Then +
*
=
limn   =n r=n *n=0. Hence the equation
,4 (t)=&H() ,(t)&e&**G() ,(t&1) (4.6)
is a formal limiting equation of (2.14)*n , =n as n   and t  . Part (2) of
Proposition 3.3 implies that (4.6) is hyperbolic. Hence (4.6) has exponential
dichotomy on R+. Then by Lemma 3.1 there is a $>0 such that
&B1(t)&H()&+&B2(t)&e&**G()&$
for all t0 implies that the system
,4 (t)=&B1(t) ,&B2(t) ,(t&1) (4.7)
has the exponential dichotomy on R+ with the coefficient K1 and exponents
:1>0 and ;1>0. Notice that =n r=n*n  0, T
n  , and Hn(t)  H(t) and
Gn(t)  G(t) uniformly (when domains of Hn and Gn are restricted on
[&Tn, T n]), there are integer N1 and d1>0 such that for all nN1 and
d1tT n we have
&=nr=n *nI+Hn(t)&H()&+&e
&*n Gn(t)&e&**G()&$. (4.8)
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We also need the estimate (4.8) for tTn. For this purpose let
H n(t)=r=n _D1 f (v*=n(t), u*=n(t&1))0
0
D1 f (u*=n(t), v*=n(t&1))& ,
Q n(t)=r=n _ 0D1 f (v*=n(t), u*=n(t&1))
D2 f (u*=n(t), v*=n(t&1))
0 & ,
and
H (t)=r _D1 f (v*(t), u*(t&1))0
0
D1 f (u*(t), v*(t&1))& ,
Q (t)=r _ 0D2 f (u*(t), v*(t&1))
D2 f (v*(t), u*(t&1))
0 &
(note that H n(t), G n(t), H (t), and G (t) are obtained from Hn(t), Gn(t),
H(t), and G(t), respectively by the exchange of u*=n(t) and v*=n(t)). Then there
are d2>0 and positive integer N2 such that for all nN2 and &Tnt
&d2 we have
&=nr=n *nI+H n(t)&H (&)&+&e
&*n G n(t)&e&**G (&)&$. (4.9)
By the definitions of H (t), G (t), H(t), and G(t) it is clear that
H (&)=H(), G (&)=G(). (4.10)
Moreover by the property [P1] we have
Hn(s+T n)=H n(s&T n), Gn(s+T n)=G n(s&T n), s # R.
(4.11)
Now if t # [T n, 2Tn&d2], then
&Tn&2T n+t&d2 .
Let t$=&2Tn+t. From (4.10) and (4.11) it follows that
Hn(t)&H()=Hn(Tn+(t&T n))&H (&)
=H n(&T n+t&Tn)&H (&)
=H n(t$)&H (&). (4.12)
Similarly we have
Gn(t)&G()=G n(t$)&G (&). (4.13)
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Noting that &T nt$d2 , by using (4.9) and (4.12)(4.13) we conclude
that
&=nr=n *nI+Hn(t)&H()&+&e
&*n Gn(t)&e&**G()&$ (4.14)
for all nN2 and Tnt2T n&d2 . Hence if we let N 1*=max[N1 , N2]
and d1*=max[d1 , d2], then from (4.8) and (4.14) it follows that the
inequality
&=nr=n *nI+Hn(t)&H()&+&e
&*n Gn(t)&e&**G()&$ (4.15)
holds for all nN1* and d 1*t2T n&d1*. Therefore for nN1* , let Jn=
[d1* , 2Tn&d1*]; then the equation
x* (t)==*nx(t)&Hn(t) x(t)&e&*n Gn(t) x(t&1), t # R (4.16)
has exponential dichotomy on Jn with the coefficient K1 and exponents
:1>0, ;1>0 independent of n. Without loss of generality we can suppose
:1=;1 . Let Un(t, s) be the evolutionary system generated by Eq. (2.14)*n , =n
and let Pn(t) and Qn(t) be the corresponding projections. Then for t # Jn we
have
xnt =Pn(t) x
n
t +Qn(t) x
n
t
and
Un(t, 2T n&d1*) Qn(2Tn&d1*) xn2Tn&d1*
=Qn(t) Un(t, 2T n&d1*) xn2Tn&d1*=Qn(t) x
n
t .
It follows from the above equalities and exponential dichotomy that, for
nN1* and t # [d1*, T n]/Jn , we have
&xnt &&Pn(t) x
n
t &+&Qn(t) x
n
t &
=&Pn(t) Un(t, d1*) xnd1*&+&Un(t, 2T
n&d1*) Qn(2T n&d1*) xn2T n&d1*&
K1 e&:1 (t&d 1*)+K1 e&:1 (2T
n&d1*&t). (4.17)
Since d1*tT n, we have
2Tn&d1*&t=T n&d1*+T n&tTn&d1*t&d1*. (4.18)
Inequalities (4.17) and (4.18) therefore yield that
&xnt &2K1 e
&:1 (t&d1*)=K 1* e&:1 t, d1*tT n, nN1*,
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where K1*=2K1 e:1 d1*. With the same argument we can prove that there are
constants K2*>0, :2>0, d2*>0 and positive integer N2* such that for all
nN2* we have
&xnt &K 2* e&:2 |t|, &Tnt&d2*.
Thus we obtain the inequality (4.5) for the case R*
*
<.
Next let us consider the case R*
*
=. In this case we have e&*nGn(t)
 0 as n   uniformly for t # R, and hence the formal limiting equations
of (2.14)*n , =n as n   and t   becomes
,4 (t)=[+
*
I&H()] ,(t), t # R. (4.19)
It is apparent that R+
*
0. Hence by the part (1) of Proposition 3.3 the
system (4.19) is hyperbolic. Therefore the same argument used in the proof
of the first case can be repeated to establish the desired inequality (4.5). K
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied.
Then
(i) limn   *n=0.
Moreover, there are subsequence [nk] and , # W1, 1 "[0],  # W 1, "[0]
such that
(ii) ,4 (t)=&H(t) ,(t)&G(t) ,(t&1), t # R,
4 (t)=H T(t) (t)+GT (t+1) (t+1), t # R.
(iii) lim
k   |
Tn k
&T n k
|xnk (t)&,(t)| dt=0.
lim
k   |
Tn k
&T n k
| ynk (t)&(t)| dt=0.
Proof. Again for equalities (ii) and (iii) we shall prove them only for
xn(t) since the proof for yn(t) is precisely the same. Since the sequence
[xn(t): t # [&T n, Tn]] is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, there is
a subsequence [nk] such that xnk converges to a function , # C(R, CN ) as
k   uniformly on any compact set of R. It follows that
,4 (t)=+
*
,(t)&H(t) ,(t)&e&**G(t) ,(t&1), t # R. (4.20)
Moreover, by Lemma 4.2 there exist :>0, N*>0, and t*0 such that for
all kN*,
&xnk (t)&Ke&: |t|<1, t*|t|T nk. (4.21)
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Now (2.18) yields that
sup[&xnk (t)&: t # R]=sup[&xnk (t)&: |t|T nk ].
Therefore from (4.21) we obtain
1=sup[&xnk(t)&: |t|Tnk ]=sup[&xnk(t)&: |t|t*].
Since xnk(t)  ,(t) uniformly on [&t*, t*], it follows that
sup[&,(t)&: |t|t*]=1,
and hence ,{0. That is, Eq. (4.20) has a nontrivial and bounded solution.
Notice that |I*n |(2?)|=n implies that |I** |?. With the application of
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 we therefore conclude that *
*
=0. Consequently
we have,
lim
k  
*n=0, +*= limk  
=nr=n *n=0,
and hence
,4 (t)=&H(t) ,(t)&G(t) ,(t&1). (4.22)
This proves Parts (i) and (ii). Moreover both systems
,4 (t)=&H() ,(t)&G() ,(t&1)
and
,4 (t)=&H(&) ,(t)&G(&) ,(t&1)
are hyperbolic by the assumption [A1]. Hence the bounded solution of
system (4.22) has an exponential decay. That is, there are constants K1>0
and :1>0 such that
&,(t)&K1 e&:1 |t|, |t|t*. (4.23)
Let K*=max[K, K1] and :*=min[:, :1], where K and : are defined as
in (4.21). Then (4.21) and (4.23) yield that for any constant M>t* and all
Tnk>M we have
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|
T nk
M
&,(t)&xnk (t)& dt+|
&M
&T n k
&,(t)&xnk (t)& dt
4K* |
T nk
M
e&:*t dt

4K*
:*
e&:*M. (4.24)
In addition, for any fixed M>t*, since xnk (t) converges to ,(t) uniformly
on [&M, M], we have
lim
k   |
M
&M
&,(t)&xnk (t)& dt=0. (4.25)
Equations (4.24) and (4.25) yield that for any M>t*, we have
lim
k   |
T n k
&T n k
&,(t)&xnk (t)& dt
4K*
:*
e&:*M.
Conclusion (iii) therefore follows from the above inequality by letting M  .
K
Proof of Theorem A. We shall proof Theorem A by using contradiction.
Suppose that Theorem A is not true. Then there is a sequence [=n] with =n>0
and =n  0 as n   such that for each =n at least one of the cases (a), (b), and
(c) listed in Section 2 must occur when = is replaced by =n . Hence without loss
of generality (otherwise we can choose a subsequence if necessary) we can
suppose that one of the following must happen:
Case 1. Corresponding to case (a), for each n, there exist respectively
nontrivial |=n periodic solutions p=n(t) and q=n(t) of the systems (2.6)0, =n and
(2.7)0, =n such that
|
|=n
0
q=(t) T p=n(t) dt=0.
Thus (2.20) yields that for the corresponding time scaled periodic solutions
xn(t)=x=n (t) of (2.14)0, =n and y
n(t)= y=n(t) of (2.15)0, =n we have
|
T n
&T n
yn(t) T xn(t) dt=0, T n=T=n . (4.26)
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Case 2. In association with the case (b) and the equality (2.21), for
each n, there are nontrivial periodic solutions xn(t)=x=n (t) of (2.14)0, =n and
yn(t)= y=n (t) of (2.15)0, =n such that
|
Tn
Tn
yn(t) T [=nr=n x
n(t)+Gn(t) xn(t&1)] dt=0, T n=T=n . (4.27)
Case 3. Corresponding to the case (c), for each n, there is a 0{*n # C
with R*0 and |I*|(2?)|=n such that the system (2.14)*n , =n has a
nontrivial periodic solution xn(t).
Since xn(t) and yn(t) are solutions of linear equations, we can suppose
that _xn_=_yn_=1 for all n. We claim that each case given above will
lead to a contradiction. Let us first consider Case 1. In this case we can
think of *n=0 for all n. Hence by Part (ii) of Proposition 4.3 there are
subsequence [xnk (t)], [ ynk (t)] and 0{, # N(A), 0{ # N(A*) such that
equality (iii) of Proposition 4.3 holds. It therefore follows from (4.26) that
|

&
(t) T ,(t) dt= lim
n   |
T n k
&Tn k
ynk (t) T xnk (t) dt=0.
This leads to a contradiction to the hypothesis [A3]. By the same argument
as above and with the use of (2.22), (4.27), and the exponential decay of ,(t),
one easily sees that for Case 2 one would deduce that
|

&
(t) T G(t) ,(t&1) dt
= lim
n   |
T n k
&T n k
ynk (t) T [=nr=n x
n(t)+Gn(t) xnk (t&1)] dt=0.
This contradicts the hypothesis [A6]. Finally let us consider Case 3. By
Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, for this case [*n] has no subsequence
diverging to  and any convergent subsequence of [*n] must converge to 0.
Hence we conclude that *n  0 as n  . Therefore from Proposition 4.3
it follows that there exist a subsequence [nk] and nonzero functions
, # N(A) and  # N(A*) such that equality (iii) of Proposition 4.3 holds.
For notational simplicity we shall again use the sequence [n] instead of the
subsequence [nk]. Recall that pn*(t)=z* =n(t) is a periodic solution of (2.6)0, =n .
Hence
xn
*
(t)=( pn*(&=n r=n t), pn*(&=nrnt+1+=nrn))
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is a corresponding periodic solution of the system (2.14)0, =n . Thus we have
x* n(t)==n r=n *nx
n(t)&Hn(t) xn(t)&e&*nGn(t) xn(t&1) (4.28)
and
x* n
*
(t)=&Hn(t) xn*(t)&Gn(t) x
n
*
(t&1). (4.29)
Let ’n(t)=(xn(t)&xn
*
(t))*n . Then we have
’* n(t)==n r=n x
n(t)&Hn(t) ’n(t)&Gn(t) ’n(t&1)&
e&*n&1
*n
Gn(t) xn(t&1).
Multiplying the above equation from the left by yn(t) T and integrating it
from &T n to T n we obtain
|
T n
&T n
yn(t) T _=nr=n xn(t)&e
&*n&1
*n
Gn(t) xn(t&1))& dt=0. (4.30)
In deriving the equality (4.30) we have used equalities (2.18)(2.19) and the
fact that yn(t) is a 4Tn periodic solution of the formal adjoint equation
(2.15)*n , =n . By letting n   in (4.30) we obtain that
|

&
(t) T G(t&1) ,(t)=0.
This again leads to a contradiction to the hypothesis [A6]. K
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.3. We believe that
results obtained in this section also have their own interest in the spectral
theory for delay differential equations.
Let X be a Banach space and S: D(S)/X  X be a closed linear
operator. Recall that S is a Fredholm operator if the following are satisfied.
(1) R(S) is a closed subset of X.
(2) Both dim N(S) and codim R(S) are finite.
The index ind S of a Fredholm operator S is defined as
ind S=dim N(S)&codim R(S).
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Consider the linear operator B: W1, 1  L1,
(B,)(t)=,4 (t)+A(t) ,(t)+B(t) ,(t&1), t # R, (5.1)
where A(t), B(t) # CN_N are continuous on t # R and
A(\)= lim
t  \
A(t), B(\)= lim
t  \
B(t)
exist. We say that the operator B is asymptotically hyperbolic at , or
simply asymptotically hyperbolic, if for all v # R,
det[ivI+A(\)+B(\) e&iv]{0.
For any two N_N complex matrices M and R we let Nu(M, R) denote
the number of zeros of det[*I+M+Re&*] having the positive real part.
Lemma 5.1 [9, Lemma 4.5, p. 186, or 3, p. 7]. If B is asymptotically
hyperbolic at , then B is Fredholm. Moreover,
ind B=Nu(A(&), B(&))&Nu(A(), B()).
Lemma 5.2 [13, Theorem 5.31, p. 241]. Let X be a Banach space and
S: D(S)/X  X be a Fredholm operator. Then there is an =>0 such that
for any linear operator T : X  X, if &T&=&T&L(X, X )= then S+T is
Fredholm and
ind(S+T )=ind(S).
That is, a Fredholm operator is stable under a small perturbation of bounded
operators.
Lemma 5.3. Let M, R # CN_N and let N c be the number of zeros of
det(*I+M+e&*R) with R*=0, where the multiplicity is taken into
account. Then there is a +0>0 such that for each + # [&+0 , +0]"[0],
(1) det(iv++I+M+e&+e&ivR){0 for all v # R.
(2) Nu(+I+M, e&+R)=N u(M, R)&sgn(+) N c.
Proof. First it is clear that there is a constant +0>0 such that
det(*I+M+e&*R){0 for all * # C with 0<|R*|+0 . Hence all zeros of
det(*I+M+e&*R) that have nonzero real parts are in the set
1=[* # C : |R*|>+0].
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Now for each fixed + # [&+0 , +0]"[0], it is clear that all zeros of det(*I++I+
M+e&+e&*R) are precisely the translation of all zeros of det(*I+M+e&*R)
by &+ unit. The conclusion of the lemma therefore follows. K
Corollary 5.4. If B is Fredholm, then B is asymptotically hyperbolic.
Proof. Let N c+ be the number of zeros of det(*I+A()+e
&*B()) in
the imaginary axis and N C& be the number of zeros of det(*I+A(&)+
e&*B(&)) in the imaginary axis. Suppose B is not asymptotically hyper-
bolic. Then N C++N
C
&>0. Let +>0 be sufficiently small, and let T1 , T2 : L
1
 L1 be defined as
[Ti ,] ,(t)=Ai (t) ,(t)+Bi (t) ,(t), t # R
with
&+I, t # (&, 0]
A1(t)={&(1&2t) +I, t # [0, 1)+I, t # [1, )
(e+&1) B(&), t # (&, 0]
B1(t)={(1&t)(e+&1) B(&)+t(e&+&1) B(), t # [0, 1)(e&+&1) B(), t # [1, ).
and
+I, t # (&, 0]
A2(t)={(1&2t) +I, t # [0, 1)&+I, t # [1, )
(e&+&1) B(&), t # (&, 0]
B2(t)={ (1&t)(e&+&1) B(&)+t(e+&1) B(), t # [0, 1)(e+&1) B(), t # [1, ).
Then it is clear that &Ti&  0 as +  0. Hence if +>0 is small enough, then
by Lemma 5.2 both the operators B+T1 and B+T2 are Fredholm and
ind(B+T1)=ind(B+T2). (5.2)
On the other hand we have
(B+Ti) ,(t)=,4 (t)+[A(t)+Ai (t)] ,(t)+[B(t)+Bi (t)] ,(t&1),
t # R, i=1, 2.
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By the definition of Ai (t) and Bi (t) we have
A(&)+A1(&)=&+I+A(&),
(5.3)
B(&)+B1(&)=e+B(&),
A()+A1()=+I+A(),
(5.4)
B()+B1()=e&+B().
It follows from Part 1 of Lemma 5.3 that B+T1 is asymptotically hyper-
bolic. Moreover, Lemma 5.1 and Part 2 of Lemma 5.3 yield that
ind(B+T1)=Nu(A(&), B(&))&Nu(A(), B())+N C&+N
C
+ .
Similarly we have
ind(B+T2)=N u(A(&), B(&))&Nu(A(), B())&N C&N
C
+ .
Hence ind(B+T1){ind(B+T2). This contradicts (5.2).
From now on we suppose that the operator B given in (5.1) satisfies the
following hypotheses:
[H1] sup[R*: * # _(B)]=0.
[H2] For v # R, *=iv # _(B) if and only if v=2n? for some integer n.
Moreover, *=2n?i is a simple eigenvalue of B.
Corollary 5.5. For any + # C with R+0 and any v, % # R,
det(ivI&+I+A(\)+e&i%B(\)){0.
Proof. Let *=+&i(v&%). Then R*0, so that either *  _(B) or * is
a simple eigenvalue of B by the assumptions [H1] and [H2]. Hence B&*I
is Fredholm. Thus by Corollary 5.4 B&*I is asymptotically hyperbolic.
That is
det(ivI&+I+A(\)+e&i%B(\))
=det(i%I&*I+A(\)+e&i%B(\)){0. K
Now for fixed + # C and r0 we let N u\(+, r) denote respectively the
number of zeros of det(*I&+I+A(\)+e&*rB(\)) that have the
positive real part.
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Lemma 5.6. Nu+(+, r)=N
u
&(+, r)=N for all r0 and + # C with R+0.
Moreover, for each fixed + with R+0,
det(&+I+A(\)+e&*B(\)&*I ){0
for all * # C with R*0.
Proof. We shall only give the proof at +. The proof at & is the
same. Let + # C with R+0 and r0. Corollary 5.5 implies that the
equation
det(*I&+I+A()+e&*rB())=0
has no solution * on the imaginary axis of the complex plane C. By
Roche ’s theorem one easily concludes that N u+(+, r)=constant for all + # C
with R+0 and all r0. If we let +*>0 such that +* is larger than the
spectral radius of the matrix A()+B(), then it is clear that all N eigen-
values of the matrix +
*
I&A()&B() have the positive real part. It
follows that N u+(+*, 0)=N. Therefore N
u
+(+, r)=N for all r0 and + # C
with R+0. Next, N u+(+, 0)=N implies that all eigenvalues of the matrix
+I&A()&B() have positive real part for each + with R+0. Hence
all eigenvalues of the matrix &+I+A()+B() have negative real part.
Again by Corollary 5.5 and Rothe ’s theorem the number of zeros *’s of
det(&+I+A()+e&*rB()&*I ) that have positive real part is a constant
for R+0 and r0. Note that there is no zero with positive real part at r=0.
This completes our proof. K
We also have the following
Lemma 5.7. All eigenvalues of the matrices A() and A(&) have
negative real part.
Proof. We shall only show that this is true for A(). Let =0>0 be
fixed. Then it is clear that there exist a $>0 and a large number M>0
such that
|det(=I+A()+e&i%B()&iv)|>$
for all % # [0, 2?], = # [0, =0], and v # R with |v|M. Since [0, 2?]_
[&M, M] is a compact set, Corollary 5.5 implies that
inf[ |det(A()+e&i%B()&iv)| : (%, v) # [0, 2?]_[&M, M]]>0.
Therefore one deduces that, by the continuity, for all sufficiently small =>0
|det(=I+A()+e&i%B()&iv)|>0
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for all (%, v) # [0, 2?]_R. Moreover, since all eigenvalues of A()+B()
have negative real part by Lemma 5.6, we can choose an =1>0 small
enough such that real parts of all eigenvalues of the matrix =1 I+A()+
B() remain negative. Thus we conclude that
det(=1I+A()+e&*rB()&*I ){0, r0, * # C, R*0.
(5.5)
We show that (5.5) indeed implies that all eigenvalues of A() have
negative real part. Let us suppose on contrary that A() has an eigenvalue
*1 with R*10. Then
det(=1I+A()&*2 I )=0,
with *2==1+*1 . Hence we have R*2>0. For z # C and r1, let
;(z, r)=det(=1I+A()+e&*2r e&zrB()&*2I&zI ) .
Then ;(z, r) is analytic on z. Let B\(*2)/C be a closed disk with center
*2 and radius \, where 0<\<R*2 . Then we have
lim
r  
;(z, r)=det(=1I+A()&*2 I&zI)=:(z)
uniformly for z # B\(*2). Since :(0)=0, the above limit and the property of
analytic functions imply that for all sufficiently large r, ;(z, r) has at least
a zero in B\(*2). As an immediate consequence, one sees that
det(=1I+A()+e&*rB()&*I )=0
has at least a zero in the right half of the complex plan for all sufficiently
large r. This gives a contradiction to (5.5). K
Lemma 5.8. Let *
*
# C with R*
*
0. If z # C with Rz0 and
det(zI+A()+e&**e&zB())=0 (5.6)
or
det(zI+A(&)+e&**e&zB(&))=0, (5.7)
then Rz<&R*
*
.
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Proof. We shall only prove this lemma for the case of (5.6). The proof
for the case of (5.7) is obviously the same. Let us show that both R(*
*
+z)
=0 and R(*
*
+z)>0 can not happen. If R(*
*
+z)=0, then *
*
+z=i%
for some % # R. Hence we have
det(i%&*
*
I+A()+e&i%B())=det(zI+A()+e&**e&zB())=0.
Since R*
*
0, this contradicts Corollary 5.5. Next suppose R(*
*
+z)>0.
Fix z and consider the equation
det(&(&z) I+A()+e&*B())=0.
It is clear that this equation has a solution *0=**+z with R*0=R(*
*
+z)>0. Therefore for a sufficiently large r>0 the equation
det \&(&z) I+A()+e&*B()&*r I+=0
has a solution *=*1 with R*1>0. This yields that
det(&(&z) I+A()+e&z1rB()&z1I )=0
with z1=*1 r. Since R(&z)0 and Rz1>0, this leads to a contradiction
to Lemma 5.6. K
Proof of Proposition 3.3. It is apparent that Proposition 3.3 is a
consequence of Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8.
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